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SUMMARY 

l 

A study wae m&de to ascertain some of the operational dharacter- 
istics' of four types of air-induction 6ystems for a turbojet-powered 
airplane intended to operate at Mach mmbers from 0.85 to 1.50 at an 
altitude of 35,332 feet (the lower lfmit of the stratosphere for standard 
condzitions) . Air-induction system6 tith ad tithout rRmps to produce L 
oblique shock waves, with fixed and variable inlet mesa, and tith 

i divergent tiffuser were investigated. The analyses were made on the 
basis of two-dimensional flow and an angle of attack of O". Neither the 

.effects of boundary layer nor the effects accompany%ng the application 
-of the system to a three-dimensional body were considered. 

. 
For the system6 with ffxed Wet me&B, excess air during supersonic 

operationwas generally~sumedtobeb~saedlnternallyanaexhausted 
rearward to free-64zeam static pressure, rather than spilled 8rouILd the 
inlet; for the systezim with variable inlet 6,reas, an inlet-area varia- 
tion was calculated which would acccanmoaa te the vsrj3ng air requirements 
of the assumed en@ne for a6 much of the M%ch number range 66 possible. 

The four systems were compszed on the basis of three drag, or 
thrust-loss, components. These were the additive drag, the thru6t 
reduction resulting frmt the total-pressure loss at the h.drance to the 
engine compressor, 6nd the drag resulting from energy losses accompasyFn@; 
the air-bypass procese. SFnce a minimum additive drag was assumed, the 
mosttiportantcomponentwae the thruatreductionresulting fromtot&l- 
pressure losses. The differences between the drag force6 for the system6 
resulting from the other two components were Beau except for the case of 
the fixed--et-ares, ramp-type system for Mach nuaibers approachfng 1.31, 
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In this Mach number range the additive-drag force6 attained a magnitude 
*that could cau6e an important reduction in performance of this syetem 
compared with the other three. 

For Mach numbers from 1.05 to about 1.37, the aye-km6 without ramp6 
had the lowest drag while, for Mach nunibers greater than 1.37, the drag 
of the systems with r-6 was lowest. In both cases, the drag of the 
fixed-inlet-area system was only slightly greater than that of the 
corresponding variable-inlet-area system. 

The air-induction system with a fixed inlet area and no ramp was 
further analyzed for Mach numbers from 0 to 1.50 and altitude8 from sea 
level to 60,000 feet. The maximum percentage of excess air entering the 
Inlet was shown to increase from about 6 percent for altitude6 from 
35,332 to 60,000 feet to over 19 percent at 6ea level. It was also shown 
that the air-bypass drag force throughout the altitude range at a Mach 
number of 1.50 would be only 12 to 15 percent of the additive drag that 
would result if the excess afr were spilled around the inlet. 

INTRODUCTION 

A study of the problems encountered in the design of propulsion 
system6 for turbojet-powered afrplanes for the supersotic Mach number 
range through which turbojet engine6 are practical has shown that one of 
the most important problem6 concerns the matching of an &k-induction 
system with a spec-ific engfne. It has been found that, in general, the 
weight of air that can be supplied by an air-induction system tith a 
fixed-inlet are& operating st its optimum efficfency (based on total- . 
pressure recovery and additional considerations of drag characteristics) 
will not match the corresponding requirement6 of a turbojet engine over 
a range of supersonic Mach numbers except at unique points. In the 
present report, a study is made of the operation of air-fnduction eystem6 
in combination tith an aesumed turbojet engine for an airplane Intended 
to crufse at a Mach nu6iber of 0.85 and having a tigh speed corresponding 
to a Mach number of 1.50 at an altitude of 35,332 feet (the lower lAmit 
of the stratosphere for standard conditions). 

Three methods can be used in designing an air-induction sy6tem to 
operate at supersonic speeds. In the first method, a sy6tem with‘& 
variable-inlet area can be designed to supply the required weight of air 
to the engine at all times. In the second, the maximum inlet 6rea 
required for & variable-area system can be used for a fixed-inlet-area 
system and internal air bypass can be utilized to remove excess air 
entering the Met during off-design operation. The third method is 
simflar to the second except that excess air would be spilled around the 
inlet, externally, rather than bypassed internally. By utilizing one of 

. 
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the first two methods, opt- flow characteristics for the engine and 
for the inlet to the air-induction system can be maintained over an 
extensive supersonic Mach number range. Utilization of the third method, 
because of the adverse effects accompanyfng spfllage of the excess air 
around the inlet, causes the flow characteristics to be matched with less 
than optimum efficiency of operation for the air-induction system. 

In the present investigation the first two methods are considered 
in detail, wh.ile the tbLrd is considered only to the extent of comparing 
the additive drag that would result if excess aLr were spilled around 
the inlet with the s&r-bypass drag calculated for a fixed-inlet-area 
system. The two design methods are exemplified in four air-Induction 
systems with scoop-type inlets which are discussed snd are compsred on 
the basis of their drag (or thrust-loss) chsracterfetics. 

The four air-induction systems are representative of those which 
might be used at supersonic speeds. Calculations are made to ascertain 
the inlet-area variation necessary to insure matching with opttium 
operation for two types of variable-inlet-area syetems in combination 
with an assumed turbojet engine. The two types of systems, one tith 
and one without a ramp ahead of the inlet, were selected to per&t a 
comparison of their thrust-loss characteristics resulting from total- 
pressure losses. For correspondfng fixed-inlet-area systems, the drag 
penalty incurred in bypassing excess air is ascertained and, for all 
four systems, additional calculatfons are made of additive snd scoop- 
incremental drag. 

The calculations sre made for an angle of attack of O" utilizing 
two-dimensional-flow theory; therefore, the investigation is not 
intended to give design criteria for supersonic air-inductfon systems. 
It is intended, rather, to provide a comparison of some of the geometric 
and operational characterfetics of such systems to serve as a guide for 
the selection of a type of air-induction system for future installations. 
The desiw of boundary-layer removal systems, variable geometry mecha- 
nIsms, diffusers, and excess-air-bypass systems is beyond the scope of 
this report. 

The following notation is used in the present report: 

A area, square feet 

I ps. sxea over which additive-drag force acts (Ac-Ao) 
. (See fig. l(a).) 

. 
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AC capture area of inlet 
(See fig. l(a).) - 
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. 

*r reference area for drag factors (assumed to be 1 square foot) 

a speed of sound, feet per second 

CD drag coefficient II 
( ) q,s 

% static-pressure coefficient 
( > 

P-Po 
90 

% 
specific heat at constant pressure, Btu per pound 

CV specific heat at constant volume, Btu per pound 

D drag, pounds 

Fn net thrust of engine, pounds 

F Ha nIoo net thrust of engine for total-pressure recovery, - of 1.00 
Ho 

g acceleration of gravity, feet per second per second 

H total pressure, pounds per square foot 

J mechanical equivalent of heat, 7’78 foot-pounds per Btu 

KD dr% factor 

mD KDa + s + Kh 

KD& additive-drag factor 

KDE drag factor corresponding to thrust loss resulting from total- 
pressure loss at the entrance to the engine compressor 

KDs . scoop-incremental-drag factor 

Kow 
drag factor corresponding to thrust loss accompanying air-bypass 

process 

M v Mach number ;; 
0 

m mass-flow rate, slugs per second 

% mass-flow rate through'the entrance area in the free stream 
( P,V,A~ ) 
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ml 

N 

P 

9 

S 

T 

t 

v 

vj 
W 

Aw 

Aw 

Y 

6 

6' 

9 

8 

6' 

P 

mass-flow rate through the capture area 5x1 the free stream 
bobk) 

mass-flow rate through the entrance are& (plVIA1) 

engine speed, Percent r&ted revolutions Per minute 

static pressure, pounds per square foot 

dynamic pressure, pounds per equare foot 

wing axes., square feet 

total targerature, degrees Rankine 

static tatperature, degrees Rankine 

velocity, feet per second 

theoketical jet-t velocity of bypassed air, feet per second 

weight rate of air flow, pounds per second 

excess weight rate of air flow, poUnas per second 

excess weight rate of air flow expressed as percentage of actual 
weight rate of air flow 

ratio of specific heats 

ramp angle, degrees 
(See fig. l(a).) 

pressure correction for weight r&e of air flow required by 

velocity coefffcient of air-bypass exhaust nozzle 

oblique shock angle, degrees 
(see fig. r(a).) 

temperature correction for weight rate of air flow required by 

engl= 

m&es density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
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Subscripts 
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0 free stream .- 

1 station of inlet plane 

3 station of ccmrpreseor entrance 

El standard conditions at sea level 

DESCRIPTION OF IlVIETS 

The nomenclature used in the investigation is shown in figure l(a) 
for an air-induction system (or inlet, as it till generally be referred 
t0 in subsequent sections of this report) wTth a ramp to produce a 
oblique shock wave. The four inlets the characterj.stics of whfch are 
analyzed are shown in figure l(b) along with a basic description of each 
Met. 

met A, a fixed-inlet-area type, has aramp angle of 7'andie so 
designed that at a free-stream Mach number of 1.50 the oblique shock 
wave from the ramp touches the lip of the inlet- The ramp mgle w88 
selected on the basis of 8 pre Iri.miTIA.ry analysis of the total-pressure 
ratio across the shock waves induced by a ramp (i.e., an obUque shock 
wave followed by a normal shock wave or, for the lower supersonic Mach 
nmibers, 8 normal shock wave alone). !JJhe total-pressure ratfos *cross 
the shock waves with the ramp angle selected are near the maXimum r8tiOB 
possible for free-stream Mach numbers near l-50. 

Inlet B has a variable-angle rsmp by which the inlet area is changed. 
Inlets C and D have no ramps to produce oblique shock waves. Inlet C has 
8 fixed area, whUe the lip of inlet D ia pfvoted to permit area varia- 
tion. 

ASS-ONSAmDANALYSES OF GEOMETRIC 
CEAFLAC!I!ERISTICS 

The performance analyses for the inlets were baa& on two- 
dimensional-flow theory utilizing the charts and tables of reference 1 
in conjunction with the assumed shock-wave patterns shown in figure 2. 
Abrupt transition from one shock pattern to another was assumed. As a 
result, abrupt discontfnuities occur Ln the variations of characteristics 
calculated for the inlets. For the inlets with ramps to produce oblfque 
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shock waxes (inlets A and B), a normal shock wave was assumed to occur 
for Mach nmibers below that at which an oblique shock wa.ve would detach 
from the ramp. In all cases for which ezrperaonic flow could enter the 
inlets, operation tith the meximum pressure recovery poeefble through the 
subsequent normal shock was iaeured by assuming that the shock occurred 
just inside the inlet at 8 Mach nuuiber equal to that at the entrance. 
Lower pressure recoV..riea would result if the shock were assumed to occur 
8-t some higher Mach nmiber in the diverging portion of the diffuser. 
Three-dimensional effects that are encountered with actual installatiorts 
similar to those discussed were not considered. No forebody effects were 
considered; free-stream condftions were assumed to east Lately 
shead of the ramps or inlets. In addition, the variations of pressure 
drag on the external surfaces of the inlets were not conafdered. 

The engine characteristics used in the analyses were calculated for 
a turbojet eng%ne hav%ng a static thrust of 4250 pounds at sea level 
without afterburning. The variation of corrected weight rate of afr flow 
with corrected engine speed shown in figure 3(a) was calculated utilizing 
the methods developed in references 2 and 3. The varia=tion of net thrust 
with free-stream Mach nu&er for various total-pressure ratios (fig. 3(b)) 
was calculated for the engine tith afterbur$ng using the methods of 
refer&es 2, 4, 8nd 5. For the present analysis, the engine was 
considered to be operating at its rated speed at all times (IV = 100). 

For the ramp-type inlets (inlets A and B), the curve of total- 
pressure recovery versus free-stream Mach nu&er shown in figure 4 was 
assumed. !Che total-pressure ratio H3/Ho was 0.95 forMachnu&ers 
from 0.85 to 1.00 and was about 92 percent of the ratio across the shock 
waves for inlet i at a Mach number of 1.50. The total-pressure-r8tio 
variation for the inlets tithout ramps (inlets C and D), also shown fn 
figure 4, was assumed to be the sane as that for the r--type Wets 
through the Mach mmiber range for which a shock wave.would be detached 
from the 70 ramp of inlet A (M& 1.00 to 1.3i). For Mach nunibers 
greater than 1.31, the total-pressure ratio for inlets C and D was 
assumed to be 95 percent of the total-pressure ratio across 8 normal 
shock wave occurring at the free-stream Mach nux&er. 

The limiting Mach n&er for the investigation was selected, 
primarily, because the total-pressure ratios for inlets C and D were 
1~8rl.y as high as the ratios for inlets A and B for a free-stream Mach 
number ofl.50. For higher &ch numbers, the total-pressure ratios for 

s Fnlets C and D decrease rapidly and the resulting decrease In net thrust 
would be so great as to preclud& their use. ; 

For the inlets tith &r-bypass systems, the excess air was assumed 
9 to be exhausted to free-stream static pressure through 8 llozzle with 8 

. velocity coefficient of 0.97. 
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Maximum Required Entrance Area 
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The entrance area for the fixed-area inlets (inlets A and C), which 
was equal to the maximum entrance area for the variable-area inlets 
(inlets B and D), was calculated for the lower design Mach number 0.85 
and 8 mass-flow ratio of 1.00 for the design altitude, 35,332 feet. The 
reason for this was that preliminary calculations showed that the area 
required to supply the weight of air needed by the engine with the assumed 
vaziationa of total-pressure recovery decreased with increasing Mach num- 
ber. Therefore, a maximum area based on the air requirement for a design 
Mach number greater than 0.85 would admit Fneufficfent air for Mach mm+ 
bers below the design value and operation with the assumed conditions 
could not be realized. 

The maxm entrance area w&e calculated using the equation 

for which the mass-flcM ratio ml/mo was assumed to be 1.00, and the 
weight rate of air flaw W was calculated from the basic engine curve 
(fig. 3(a)) using a to&l-pressure ratio of 0.95. The m8ximaa entrance 
area was found to be 1:480 square feet. 

Characteristics &f the Inlets as Affected by Inlet Geometry 

Mass-flow ratio (fig. 5).- The mass-flow-ratio variations for the 
inlets were calculatedusingthe equation 

or 

ml Pl AlVl -= 
m0 Po-kVo 

ml f%*1M1 

mo -=pOWO 

Another expression, equivalent to equation (2), ia 

(2) 

ml A, -=- 

mo Al 
G33) 
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for tich the free-stream area of the stream tube entering the inlets A, 
caa be calculated using the flow characteristics of the agile (fig. 3(a)) 
and the assumed variation of total-pressure ratio (fig. 4). 

The mass-flow ratios were assumed to be 1.00 for free-stream Mach 
ntiers from 0.85 to 1.00, the subsonic design range. ForMachnumbere 
from 1.00 up to that at which an oblique shock attached to the rqs of 
fnletsAandB,anormal shockwas assumedtobe aheadofthe ramp; 
therefore, the mass-flow ratio remained 1.00. After the oblique shock 
attached to the raps, the mass-flow ratios increased with FncressTrtg 
Mach n&er to l.I.lg for inlet A and 1.132 for inlet B for 8 free-stream 
Mach number of 1.50. (The mass-flow ratio and also the entrance area 
for inlet B depend on the reap angle; therefore, the variations of these 
characteristics for inlet B have to be determined simultaneously.) For 
inlets C and D, the mass-flow ratio remained 1.00 throu&out the Mach 
number range. 

An alternative manner of defining the mass-flow ratio is to base it 
onthe cqture area of the inlet Ac. (See fig. 1.) The equation for 
this mass-flow ratio, para3leling equation (28), fs 

(3) 

An advantage of this method 1s that the maximum value attainable tith 
supersonic flow is 1.00 and curves of capture-area mass-flow ratio show, 
effectively, what prqportion of the msximum mass-flow r&i0 is 8ttained 
for 8 given set of condftions. Curves of capture-area mass-flow ratio 
are presented in figure 5(b) for e8ch of the inlets. 

Entrance area (fig. 6).- The entrancearea for inlets AandCwaa 
1.480 square feet. For inlet D, the entrance area was 1.480 square feet 
for a free-stream Mach number of 0.85, but varied with increasing Mach 
number Fn such 'a manner that the air requirement of the engine was always 
88tisfied. The same w&s true for inlet B except for the small range of 
Mach numbers from 1.19 to 1.27 for tich the required. ccmbinatfon of flow 
conditions and geometry could not be obtained. This dfacrepancy will be 
discussed at length in a succeeding section of the report. The KEELS 
were calculated using equation (1). The ~rea variation of inlet B was 
accomplished by vary3ng the ramp angle 6 (figs. l(a) and L(b)), the 
mLnImum axea being about 1.282 ewe feet for a Mach llumber of 1.50. 
The area of inlet D w&s reduced by reducing the inlet height (fig. l(b)), 
the minFmum area being about 1.390 for 8 Mach number of 1.17. 

. 
Ramp angle (fig. 71.- For inlet A, the ramp angle was 7O as dis- 

cussed previously and was constant, while inlets C and D had no 
ramp3 8=O". For inlet B, the rw angle increased from O" for a Mach 
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number of 0.85 to 8O for a Mach number of 1.50 to provide the entrance- 
area variation tiscuseed above. 

DRAGEVALuATIONaFTHE II'ULE?TS 

The four inlets were evaluated on the basis of & dreg analysis. The 
factors taken into account were the additive drag, the thrust lose result- 
ing from the total-pressure loss at the engine-campreesar inlet, and the 
energy lose incurred in exhausting e&cess air. In addition, the ecoop- 
incremental-drag vsxiations for the four Mete were calculated. 

Additive- and Scoop-Incremental-Drag Factors 

The additive- and scoop-incremental-drdrsg forces were calculated by 
the method discussed in reference 6 with the flow considered to be twc+ 
dimensional. 

Additive-drag factor (fig. 8(a)).- The additive-drag factor was 
calculated using the equation 

for which the axea & was the difference between the capture area of 
the inlet and the free-stream area of the stream tube entering the inlet 
as indicated Fn figure l(a). The reference area A, was 1 square foot. 

For inlets C and D, there was no additive drag atice the condition8 
8-t the entrance were the same aa in the free stream. For the ramp-type 
inlets, however, the additive drag was zero for a free-stream Ma& number 
of 1.00, then increased to a maximum for the Mach number for Wch the 
oblique shock attached to the ramp. This was prixaxrily the result of the 
FncreasFng pressure coefficient, since the additive-g area & of 
inlet A remained constant and that for inlet B &ang& only slightly. 
(See equation (4).) Aft er the oblique shock attached to the ramp, the 
additive-drag factor decreased abruptly, principally because the additive- 
drag area & was decreased. For fnlet A, which was so designed that 
the oblique shock wave intersected the Wet lip for a Mach number 
of 1.50, the additive-drag area became zero. For Met B, however, the 
ramp angle necessary to insure operation tit& no exce.88 air 8-t 8 Mach 
ntmtber of 1.50 made it impossible to attain zero additive drag because 
the resulting oblique shock wave did not intersect the lip. 
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The relation between additive drag and the capture-area mass-flow 
ratio, defined by equation (3), can be seen by referring to figure l(a). 
The additive-drag area & and, therefore, the add3tive drag, decreases 
tb zero 8s the capture-ares mass-flow ratio increase8 to 1.00 for super- 
sonic free-stream Mach nunibers. 

Scoop-Fncrmental-drag factor (fig. 8(b)).- The scoop-incraental- 
drag factor was calculated using the equation 

A1 co8 8 
Ar 

(51 

which is basedonthetotalmomentum changebetweenstations 0 andlti 
the stream tube entering the inlets. (See fig. l(a).) Here, again, the 
reference area Ar has beenusedaslsquarefoot. The ecoop- 
incremental-drag factors were'zero for inlets C and D since free-stream 
snd entrance conditions were identical. For the r--type inlets, A and B, 
the scoop incremental drag was negative, as reference 6 reported it should 
be for this type of inlet. As in the additive-drag-factor curves, ah- 
diecontinuities occurred for the Mach numbers associated with the attach- 
ment of the oblique shocks to the ramps because no continuous transition 
between the shock patterns shown in figure 2 was assumed. The ecoop- 
incremental-drag factor was constant for supersonic Mach numbers below 
the Mach nmiber for shock attachment. There was an abrurpt decreae when 
the oblique shock attached, and thereafter the scoop-incr~ntal-drag 
factor decreased continuously with increasing &ch number until the 
minimum values of -0.050 for inlet A and -0.057 for inlet B were reached 
for a Mach nmiber of 1.50. This decrease for Mach nmbers after shock 
attachment is asaocis.ted with the increase in mass-fluw ratio for the 
sameMachnumberrange. e 

In assessing the effect on the drag of a body caus& by the addi- 
tion of a scoop-type Met, the criterion which determines whether the 
scoop incranental drag or the additive drag of the Inlet should be used 
is the definition of the basic body shape. For the c&se of 8 scoop-type 
inlet preceded by a ramp, if the basic body, for which the drag 3.8 known, 
includes the raxp, then the scoop incremental drag of the inlet should be 
added in calculating the total drag force. On the other hand, if the 
basicbodydoes notincludetheramp, that is, iftherampand inlet are 
considered as 8 tit, then the additive drag of the inlet should be added 
in calculating the total drag force of the body-inlet conibination. For 
the case of scoop-type Mets without ramps, the scoop-incremental- and 
additive-drag forces 81;e equal. In the rest of the present investiga- 
tion, only the additive-drag concept will be considered. 
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Drag Factor Corresponding to %rust Loss 
Resulting From Total-Preesure Loss 

The drag factor associated with the total-pressure loss at the 
engfne-ccmqwessor inlet, or, in other words, associated ~5th a total- 
pressure ratio EJH, less than 1.00, was calculated using the equation 

The reference area 4 was assumedtobelsquare foot. Net thrusts 
were calculated utilizing the curve of net thrust versus free-stream 
Mach number for the assumed engine presented in figure 3(b). Curves of 
the drag factor QR sxepresentedinfigure 9. 

DragFactor Correspondingto EnergyLoss Incurred 
in Air-Bypass Process 

The drag factor corresponding to the energy loss incurred in expand- 
ing excess air to free-stream static pressure through a re arward-facing 
nozzle was calculated for each of the inlets using the equation 

E& = 2 (v,-Wj) 

in which the reference area A, was assumed to be 1 square foot and the 
nozzle velocity coefficient q was assumed to be 0.97 for each of the 
Inlets throughout the Mach number range. The theoretical Jet velocity 
ofthebypassed air, expanded from cnnditions at the entrance to the 
engine compressor to Aree-stream static pressure,was calcul.ated using 
the equation 

The excem weight of air to be bypassed AW was calculated as the dif- 
ference between the weight of air 'that could be supp&ied by the inlet 
and the weight of air required by the eng%ne. 
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For the fixed-area inlets, inlets A and C, the weight of air supplied 
by the inlets was calculated using equatfon (1) tith the mass-flow ratio 
of figure 5(a) and the entrance area, 1.480 square feet. The exces8 
weight of ad.rwas expressed inpercent oftheweightofair supplied. The 
vsrLation8 of percentage of excess air with free-stream Mach number me 
presented. ti figure 10. The area varfation of inlet D uas such that 
therewas no excess weightofair enteringthe inletthroughouttheMach 
number range from 0.85 to 1.50. The samewastrue for inlet B except for 
Mach Iumibers frcml l-19 to 1.27. Intbis Machnurcberrasgethe shock-wave 
angle 0 (f% lb>) wan maintahed at the maz&mm value possible far an 
attached shock wave by the variation of 6 shown in figure 7, and the 
Mach n&er after the shock wave, which, by the assumptions of the pres- 
ent investigation, was also the entrance Mach mm&r, was such that an 
excess of air would be supplied, Auyattemptto decrease the entrance 
srea by increasing the rams angle resulted in the shock detaching, and, 
under the assumptions of the investigation, becomIng a normal shock. The 
subsonic Mach number behind this normal shock was less than was neces- 
sary to supply the requirea air to the engWe= On the other hand, 
decreasingthe rampangle fromthe value shownbgfigure 7 for theMach 
numberrange Fn questionwouldonlyresultinalerger entrance areaand 
a higher entrance Mach number with an Fncrease of excess weight of air 
over that shown in figure 10. Therefore, the results shown in figure 10 
for inlet B were the best possible far a variable area inlet of this 
type,andthemxTmum amount of air that would need to be bypassed for 
the inlet to o-perate satisfactorily would be about 2.3 percent of the 
air enterfng. 

For inlets A and C, for the design altitude (35,332 feet), the maxi- 
mum percentages of excess air entering the inlets, which would have to 
be bypassed, were, respectivelg, 12.6 and 6.0. For inlet c calculations 
were made of the additive-drag penalty that would have to be accept.& if 
the excess airwere spilledaroundthe LnletratherthartbypasaedFnter- 
nally. (The results of this calculation sze presented Fn a subsequent 
sectIon Of this report.) Othmse, the alternative of sp+UUnn the 
excess air sround the inlets was not considerd. 

!#Che drag factors accm the air-hy-pasa process for each of 
the inlets were calculated using equation (7) and their variations with 
free-stream Mach member are plotted in figure ll. 

Summation of Drag Factors 

The cmparative drag factor showing, to a liatited extent, the rela- 
tive merit of the four inlets over the design Mach mm&r range was 
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obtained as the summation of the three drag-factor ticrexaents calcu- 
lated: 

The variations of CKD with free-stream Mach number are presented in 
figure 12. 

Study of figures 8(a), 9, ll, and I2 shows that-of the three factors 
affecting the drag considered in the present investigation, by far the 
most important is total-pressure recovery, while additive drag snd air 
by-pass are, in general, of comparatively &nor importance. An exception 
to this conclusion occurs for inlet A for supersonic Mach numbers up to 
about 1.31 (the Mach number at which an obUque ahock attaches to the 
7O r=-w>. In this range the additive-drag factor increases to the extent 
that the performance of inlet A is impaired compared with the other three 
inlets. 

-- 

Additionally, the figures show that for Mach numbers from 1.05 to 
about 1.37 the inlets without ramps, C and D, have slightly less drag 
than the ramp-type inlets, primarily because they have essentially the 
same total-pressure recovery but have no additive drag. In this Mach 
number range inlet C would be nearly as satisfactory as inlet D, its 
drag being only about 1.5 percent higher because of air-bypass losses. 
For Mach numbers above 1.37, up to 1.50, either of the ramp-type 
inlets, A or B, would have lower drag than would the Inlets without ramps 
because of the difference in total-pressure recovery assumed. In this 
range inlet B has the lowest drag butinlet A has only about 2-O- 
to 2.5-percent higher drag, the increase being the result of afr-bypass 
losses and differences ti additive drag. , 

The drag of the.Fnlets (which includes the thrust loss resulting 
from total-pressure loss at the entrance to the engine compressor) is of 
sufficient magnitude to have a significant effect on airplane performance. 
The magnitude of the drag-factor summation, in terms of total a-lane 
drag coefficient, can be calculated in an exaftrBle which will also illus- 
trate the utility of the drag factors as they are presented in the pres- 
ent report, based on a reference area of 1 square foot. For thfs 
example an airplane with a wing area of 300 square feet and a turbojet 
power plant requiring twice the weight rate of ti flow of the engine of 
the present investigstion has been assumed. In other words, the assumed 
power plant and inlet are the equivalent of two engines and two inlets of 
the present investigation. Thedrag factors CKD can be expressed in 
terms of air-plane drag coefficient, based on wing zrea, by use of the 
folloting equatfon: 

number of equivalent engines CD= . ( S > % 
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or, for this example, 

The drag coefficfents calculated in this manner for each of the inlets 
for a free-stream Mach number of 1.50 are shown in the following table: 

Inlet CD, 2 inlets 
based on wing srea 

B o.oof3l 
A l wD 
D .Oc%l 
c .cK%2 

The differences between the drag factors for a ffxed- and a vsriable- 
area inlet for a given type of installation (tith or without a ramp), 
which are a measure of the additive-drag and air-bypass losses, can be 
seen to be negligible compared to the order of magnituae of the drag 
factor which is governed by the total-pressure recovery. obviously, sny 
improvement in pressure recovery 333 an actual installation over that 
assumed in the present investigation would be of major *ortance in 
reducing the order of magnitude of these drag factors. s- calcula- 
tions for Mach n&era below 1.50 show that the drag reduction obta3ned 
by the use of a variable-area inlet rather than a fixed-area inlet of 
the same type is so small as to be nearly negligible throughout the Mach 
number range of the present study. 

Discussion of Factors Which Could Affect 
Drag Evaluation 

The results of the analysis presented depend to a great extent on 
the assumptions m&e, and any change in the assumptions would, of course, 
affect the drag-factor variations calculated. A brief discussion of 
some of the effects sntfcipated for conditions other than those assumed 
is, therefore, necessary to complete the analysis. 

The flow was considered to be two-dimensional. The actual existence, 
in a practical install3;tion, of three-dimensional flow would modify the 
assumptions of the shcck-wave patterns (and, therefore, the mass-flow 
ratios) shown in figure 2 for the r--type Mets, A and B. The shock- 
wave patterns assumed for the inlets without ramps, Fnlets C and D, 
should not be affected" With the possible exception of the effects of 
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differences of inlet aspect rat&. which might &at, other three- 
dimensional effects resulting from the combWation of the inlets tith 
bodies would probably affect all the inlets to the same degree, without 
affecting the differences in CKD between Fnlets. 

As was pointed out previously, deviations of the total-pressure 
recoveries from those assumed would have an important effect on ZKD. 
Of the four inlets analyzed, however, only the ramp-type inlets, A and B, 
would be likely to have better -pressure recovery in ~JI actual installa- 
tion than w&B assumed. 

Insofsr as off-design operating conditions &e concerned, that is, 
operation with subsonic velocities below a Mach number of 0.85, or opera- 
tion at altitudes other than 35,332 feet, any extensive evaluation of 
inlet characteristics would have to be based on the tactical requirements 
for a given airplane. In general, for a fixed-area Fnlet, the mass-flow 
ratio would have to increase tith decreasing subsonic Mach numbers if 
the required weight of air were to be supplied at all times. The maxi- 
mum percentage of air to be bypassed at supersonic Mach numbers for this 
type of Met would increase tith. decreasing altitude. Above 35,332 feet, 
as high as 60,000 feet, both the air requirement and supply for a given 
free-stream Mach number decrease at about the same rate, so that the 
percentage of air to be bypassed-would remain nearly constant. A varlable- 
area inlet to supply the proper xeight of air for altitudes fram sea level 
to 35,332 feet and above and for Mach numbers from 0 to 1.50 would have 
to have a consfderabiy-great.er range of entrance-area variation than 
either inlet B or D of the present investigation. For Mach numbers 
below 0.85 at altitudes of 35,332 feet or greater, the operation of 
inleta B and D with their maximum entrance &Teas of 1.480 square feet 
should be no better than that of.the ffxed-area inlets with the same 
entrance area. Inlets B and D.would have advantages for altitudes 
below 35,332 feet since their area variations would be sufficient either 
to matitati the proper weight rate of air flow, or at least to permit 
operation with a smaller percentage of excess air than would be the 
case for the fixed-area inlets, A and C. 

-TION OF OPEXATIOiAL CvIStiCS OF IXLET C 
FOR FREE-STREAM MACE NSKSERS FROM 0 TO 1.50 FOR 

ALTIT~DE~FR~M~EALE~ELT~~~,~~~~ 

The analysis of the operational characteristics of inlet C was 
extended to include fl,fghtMach numbers from 0 to 1.50 at altitudes from 
sea level to 60,000 feet. For subsonic operation, with the required 
weight of air entering the inlet at all times, the variations of mass- 
flow ratio and entrance Mach number tith altitude and free-stream Mach 
number shown by figure 13 were calculated. The total-pressure recovery 
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was assumed to be 0.95 for all subsonic velocities and altitudes. For 
much of the low-velocity, or high-mass-flow-ratio, range included in 
ffgure 13, this assLmrption of high total-pressure recovery would be 
quite optimistic because of the detrimental effects of internal separa- 
tion from the inlet lips. The curves are presented, primarily, to serve 
as a basis in evaluating or planning subsonic experimental research on 
the effects of inlet lip shape on inlet performance and, additionally, 
to aid in the analysis of the efficacy of possible flight plans. The 
data presented in figure l-3 indicate that for operation with Mach numbers 
from 0 to 0.4, the mass-flow ratio varies from inffnity down to about 1.50. 
For this range of high mass-flow ratios, separation and chokFng would be 
likely to occur Fn the inlet and the attafnment of the assumed total- 
pressure ratio, 0.95, would be doubtful. Therefore, critical design 
problems of an actual installation for this range would be the extent to 
which auxiliary air Fntakes, separation control by suction on the Inner 
surface of the inlet, or simflar artifices, would be able to insure ade- 
quate perforce durtig take-off. 

For the range of Mach numbers frcRn about 0.4 to 0.6, the mass-flow . 
ratios are low enough that separation and choking in the inlet should be 
less severe and possibly could be alleviated by matitaining flight at 
relatively low altitudes where the entrance Mach number would not be 
excessive. Under these conditions the assumption of a total-pressure 
recovery of 0.95 should prove to be reasonable and inlet design problems 
for this Mach number range should not be critical. For the SubSOnic 
Mach nuuiber range above 0.6, the problem of internal separation and chok- 
ing for the inlet becomes negligible and the efficient operation of the 
inlet would not be limited to the lower altitudes. In this Mach number 
ran& the dragpenalty, or, more correctly, the thrust loss attributable 
to the inlet and methods of reducing it, would appear to be the critical 
design problem. 

For operation at I4xch nu&ers from 0.85 to 1.50, with a constant 
mass-flow ratio of 1.00, the.variations of excess weight of air with 
free-stream Mach number shown in ffgure 14 were calculated. For low 
altitudes, the excess weight of a& was quite large (about 13 to 19 per- 
cent of the air entering the inlet at sea level) over the Mach number 
range. However, the percentage of excess weiefit of air decreased rapidly 
with increasing altitude up to 35,332 feet, above which there was no 
change up to 60,000 feet. The significance of these excess weights of 
aTr can be realized by calculating and compsring the additfve-drag factors 
that would exist if the excess air were spilled around the inlet (with the 
normal shock beSng forced out ahead of the inlet) tith the air-bypass 
drag factors resulting when the excess air is bsssed titernally and 
exhausted to free-stream static pressure. Representative drag factors 
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for both conditions are presented in the following table for a free- 
stream Mach number of 1.50: 

Air-bypass drag 
Altftude factor 

(additive-drag 
*factor zero> 

Sea level 
10,000 feet 
20,000 feet 
30,000 feet 
35,332 feet 

o-039 O-32 
l 031 .24 
"022 -18 
"014 .lO 
,009 "06 

Additive-drag 
factor with 

excess air spilhd 
ahead of the inlet 

These figures indicate that the drag penalty fncurred by spyllFng excess 
air may be much greater than the penalty incurred in bypassing the excess 
air in the manner assumed Ln the present investigation, and that the drag 
reduction possible With the air-bypass system increases with decreasing 
altitude. The perctitage of air to be bypassed, however, increases WLth 
decreasing altitude, as shown in figure 14, and the design of an adequate 
air-bypass system would beccme increasingly difficult for the lower alti- 
tudes. On the basis of this analysis and the excess weight of air shown 
in figure 10, it is obvious that the use of inlet A at Mach numbers 
nest 1.50 at altitudes below 35,332 feet would require an air-bypass 
system of much seater capacity thanwould the use of inlet C, and, lack- 
ing an adequate air-bypass system, greatly Increased additive-drag forces 
could result. 

Considering both figures 13 and 14, possible flight plans for an 
airplanewith inletC canbe studied. In general., all flight for Mach 
numbers up to about 0.5 should be accomplished without exceeding an 
altitude of 5,000 feet. Acceleration to a Mach number of 0.85 could be 
accomplished while cJ..i&ing to the design altitude, 35,332'feet, and sub- 
sequent flQht through the supersonic range should be at the design alti- 
tude or above. 

Based on the assumptiozts and Limitations of the present study, 'the 
following conclusions appear to be justified by the drag evaluation of 
four air-induction systems; 

1. The thrust loss accompanying the total-pressure loss is by far 
the most imports& of the three drag factors for the Mach number range 
considered. The additive-drag forces are small in cnmparfson because 
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excess ati was assumed to be bypassed Internally rather than spilled 
around the Fnlet. 

2. The difference between the drag forces for a fixed-k&t-area 
system with internal air bypass and a similar variable-inlet-area system 
is so small that a variable-inlet-area system should not be necessary 
forMachnu&ers upto 1.50. 

3. The systems without ramps ahead of the L&eta had slightly lower 
drag for Mach nu6bers from 1.05 to about 1.37. For higher Mach nunibers, 
up to 1.50, the drag of the.systm with rsmps was lower. 

4. The weight of air whichmustbe bypaseedbya fixed-inlet-area 
system and, therefore, the drag penalty incurred in an internal air- 
bypass system, decreases wkedly with increasing altitude up to an alti- 
tude of 35,332 feet. 

5" The drag forces incurred Fn bypassing excess air internally in 
the manner assumed in the present study may be only 12 to 15 percent of 
the additive-drag forces that would exist if the excess air were spilled 
around the inlet at a Mach nmiber of 1.50 for altitudes from sea level 
to 35,332 feet. 9 
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(a) NwwWture for in&t operating with on obliqih9 shock. 

Figure I.-#omenckture, tiiagrammaiic representation, and description of the Mets. N 
r 
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f&We p.---Diagrammatic representation of assumed tocat/ons and types of shock waves 
for each of the Mets for free-stream Mach numhws from LOO to f.50. 
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fd Corrected wet&M rotit? of mk flow. 

f/gum 3.- Ccwrecfed uir reqM9menis and fhfusf chamcterisfics of fhe 
assumed turbojet engine. 

. 
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(b) Net thrust, 35332 feet. 

Figuf e 3.- Concluded. 
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1.16. 

Free-stream Moth number, MO 

la/ Eitrcmce-ureu muss-flow fatio. 

Figure 5.-Vuffbtiun’ of muss-flow f&i0 with free-stfeum Much 
number for each of fh8 in/et’. MO, 0.85 to 1.50; ulfr’fude, 
35,332 feet. 
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(o} Addiive -drug facfor. 

Figure 8: Vorhtbn of udditive - and scoop - incremenful- drop 
focfors wifh free-stream Much number for &uch of the 
H&s. MO, LOO fo MO; dfifude, 35,332 feet. 
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(2) scoop-incremenfol- drug factor. 

Figure 8.- conchd8d. 
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Free-stream Mach number, MO 

/=&Uf8 9.--vih7tiOrbn Of t&USt-/dsS diX7~ fUCtOr With fr88-Stf8Um 
Much number for euch of ihe rirlefs. MO, 0.85 to 1.50; u/tr'tudea 
35,332 feet. 
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Fipte IO.-Vufiuhon of excess wei#t fuA9 of QY? f&w wi#h free- 
shorn Much n;umbef W 8uch of flte rh/ets. MO, 0.85 fo 1.50; 
Ultl'tUd8e, 35,332 feet. 
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Fip’8 /I.-Vuriution of uir-bypuss drug focfor with free-sfreum 
Much number for euch of th8 inlets. MO8 0.85 to /.5Oj ufi- 
&de, 353= f88ti 
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Figwe /4.-Effect of U/f/‘fude on the excess weight rute of uk 
flow for rirret C. A& 0.85 to 1.50. 
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